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Akstraet--Internal friction (mechanical loss) experiments were carried out on single crystal and poly- 
crystalline A1-Si alloys with incoherent Si particles of varying size, spacing, and as a function of pre-strain. 
The resulting internal friction spectra are correlated with microstructural investigations. The loss maxi- 
mum at about 450 K (f  ~ 1 Hz), especially its "low" activation enthalpy of H = 1.14 eV, can be explained 
by our dislocation model described in the companion paper (Part I), which considers the enhanced 
transverse diffusivity of solute atoms in the vicinity of the dislocation core. The model is also shown to 
be in agreement with published data on AI-Si, AI-Mg, Cu-Si and Cu-A1. It is proposed that in many 
instances the internal friction maxima, even when characterized by a "low" activation enthalpy, need not 
be due to grain boundary or particle effects, but may well be explained by core diffusion effects on solute 
drag acting on dislocations. 

1. INTRODUCTION determined by the concurrent movement of a Cottrell 
cloud, e.g. as in the model of Schoeck [12, 13], have 

Many aluminium alloys with incoherent particles not been invoked for explaining experiments in the 
exhibit, regardless of their composition, internal past. 
friction (mechanical loss) maxima at temperatures In this paper new internal friction experiments 
between 400 and 500 K at about 1 Hz [1-6]. For on Al-Si alloys with incoherent Si particles are 
explaining the maxima, different mechanisms are pro- reported. To illuminate the possible influences of 
posed and discussed in the literature. Most authors dislocations, grain boundaries, particles, and the 
invoke a grain boundary mechanism, in which the interaction between these defects, samples with differ- 
particles reduce the sliding distance between the triple ent microstructures, i.e. grain size, particle size, and 
nodes and therefore lower the temperature of the dislocation density and arrangement, were produced 
grain boundary maximum [4, 6-8]. The other mech- and investigated. In particular, the behavior of single 
anism [9, 10] is the relaxation of stress in the particles crystals was compared with that of polycrystals. 
by diffusion in the particle-matrix interface. From a correlation between the different internal 

Some authors report conflicting evidence from friction spectra and the microstructure, as investi- 
which it is not clear which mechanistic interpretation gated by TEM, conclusions on the mechanisms are 
should be favored. For example, Okabe et al. [10] drawn. The experimental results are discussed in the 
carried out internal friction measurements on both light of our recent dislocation model [14], in which 
single crystal and polycrystalline A1 samples with the enhanced diffusion of the solute atoms in the 
incoherent Si particles of different sizes and found dislocation core is considered. It is also shown that 
similar maxima in both types of specimens. They the contradiction between the results of Okabe et al. 
obtained good agreement between the experimental and Entwistle et al. may thus be resolved and that 
results and the model of Mori et al. [9]. By contrast, other experimental results on Al and Cu alloys can 
Entwistle et al. [l l] found the maximum only in be explained in a natural way. 
polycrystalline samples of similar A1-Si alloys and 

attributed it to grain boundary sliding. An alternative 2. EXPERIMENTAL 
explanation, which was not considered in either 
investigation, lies in the possible role of dislocations. 2. I. Preparation and characterization o f  the A I - S i  

For f.c.c, metals containing impurities, mechanisms alloy 
in which the kinetics of the dislocation motion is Sample preparation started from 5N A1 (Cu ~ 0.6 

ppm, Mg --~ 0.7 ppm, Si ~ 1 ppm) and 6N Si, which 
tPresent address: VOEST ALPINE Stahl Linz GmbH, were molten and cast in an A1203 crucible under At. 

Linz, Austria. The castings were swaged from a diameter of l0 to 
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Table 1. The AI-Si specimens investigated ture by variation of the applied frequencyf(f  = ~o/2n) 
Sample fv(%) T(K)  t(h) a(nm) lp(nm) ~0 between 10 -4 and 40Hz. The accuracy of tp was 

s1 0.72 553 10 53 452 Handling estimated from repeated measurements as A~o = 
$2 0.60 573 10 64 598 Handling ___ 2 - 5 x 10 -4 rad. The temperature drift during one 
$3 0.54 593 10 73 720 Handling 
SD 0.69 573 10 62 540 0 .15 Q-1(o9) measurements (extending over 8-12 h) was 
P 0.52 573 10 58 582 H a n d l i n g  smaller than 1 K. For all experiments a static pressure 

fv--volume fraction of the Si precipitations, T--aging temperature, of 1 mbar He was maintained inside the pendulum. 
t--aging time, a--particle size, lp--mean planar particle The measured loss spectra were decomposed by 
distance, and tp--deformation fitting with Debye maxima including a log-normal 

distribution of relaxation times [19]. For the Q -I(T) 
4.5 mm. A recrystallization treatment at T = 520°C measurements we subtracted a background (increas- 
for 3 min resulted in a grain size of 0.1 mm. Single ing with temperature) consisting of a superposition 
crystals were produced with the strain-anneal method of a linear and exponential term. For the Q -1(o9) 
[15], involving a critical straining of 1.2% and a measurements different backgrounds were subtracted 
travelling velocity of 1 cm/h to a hot (853 K) salt at high and low frequencies. The low frequency part 
bath. In order to obtain different particle distributions, was fitted by a simple approximation corresponding 
samples were aged at various temperatures for 10 h. to the tail of a Debye maximum with a log-normal 
The parameters and the nomenclature of the samples distribution, Q ffl = A/oJ B, where A and B are fit 
are listed in Table I. The Si content was determined parameters. The high frequency background, result- 
by wet chemistry, and the volume fraction of Si ing mainly from the mechanical parts of the equip- 
particles was calculated under the assumption that ment, was fitted by Q ~r~ = C,~o + D .  tan(~o).~2, 
Si is insoluble in A1. From the volume fraction fv where C and D are fit parameters [20]. 
and the mean particle size a, the mean planar particle From the displacement of the temperature Tp at the 
distance lp --- a • (1r/6 .fv) °5 was obtained (Table 1). maximum (measurements with variable temperature) 
To investigate the influence of deformation, a single and the frequency ¢%/2~z at the maximum (measure- 
crystal (SD) was deformed to about 15% by rolling, ments with variable frequency), the activation 
Samples with dimensions 4 x 1 x 50 mm a were enthalpy H and the inverse attempt frequency % of 
prepared by spark cutting for the internal friction the relaxation process were calculated according to 
measurements. 

The microstructure was mainly investigated with ~%. % = 1 = ~%. %. exp(H/kTp). (1) 
a JEOL 200CX TEM. After grinding to 100/~m, the 
samples were thinned at T = 243 K and at a voltage 3. RESULTS 
of 30-35 V with an electrolyte containing one part 
HNO 3 and two parts CH3OH. The size of the Si 3.1. Microstructure 
precipitates was determined from bright field images Figure 1 shows a typical microstructure of a single 
with the semi-automatic image analyzer "Videoplan". crystal ($2). The dislocation density is for a single 
Weak beam images were produced for the study of crystal surprisingly high, which may be explained by 
.dislocation structures. The grain size of the poly- deformation during spark machining. It is remark- 
crystalline sample P was measured in the light micro- able that most of the dislocations are in contact 
scope by the mean-intercept method, after an etching with the particles, which act as firm pinning points. 
treatment following Barker [16]. For the deformed single crystal (SD), it is difficult 

to visualize a representative microstructure as during 
2.2. Internal friction measurements the first measurement serious alterations take place. 

Internal friction (mechanical loss) measurements 
were carried out with an automatic computer- 
controlled inverted torsion pendulum [17]. Two types 
of experiments were performed with this equipment: 
(i) In the pendulum arrangement different inertias, 
corresponding to frequencies between 1 and 15 Hz, 
were used. The internal friction was determined from 
the logarithmic decrement, 6, of the freely decaying 
torsional oscillations according to Q -l = 6/~ (1 - 6/ 
2n). The measurements were performed with increas- 
ing temperature, with a mean heating rate of about 
2 K/min. The maximum shear strain at the surface 
was between 1 and 12 x 10 -5. (ii) In another arrange- 
ment [18], in which the inertia parts of the pendulum 

are removed, the loss angle q~h "-~ Q -~--i.e. the angle Fig. I. TEM micrograph of single crystal $2 showing the 
between applied stress and resulting strain--was arrangement of the Si particles and the dislocation structure. 
measured for forced vibrations at constant tempera- (Specimens S1 and $3 have similar microstructure.) 
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Fig. 2. TEM micrograph showing the dislocation structure Fig. 5. TEM micrograph of the dislocation structure in the 
in a rolled (strain ~o = ! 5%) single crystal (SD) after thermal polycrystalline sample P. 

treatment at 450 K for 10 min. 

To simulate the microstructure which is expected at perfect dislocation networks is observed pointing to 
the maximum temperature of the first run, a sample strong recovery, 
was annealed at 450 K for 10 rain after deformation. The grain size in the polycrystalline material P is 
In such a pre-treated single crystal the dislocation 0.1 mm (Fig. 4). The arrangement of the dislocations 
density is higher than in the as-grown state by about is similar as in $2; only the dislocation density is 2-5 
a factor of 5 (Fig. 2). In some regions the dislocations times higher (Fig. 5). 
are arranged in irregular networks. For producing 
a microstructure typical of the second run of the 3.2. Internal friction spectra 

internal friction measurements, a sample was annealed As shown in Fig. 6, a loss maximum was detected 
at 540 K for 2 h after deformation. During this treat- in the polycrystalline sample P and a single crystal ($2) 
ment the dislocation density decreased significantly at nearly the same temperature, but the relaxation 
(Fig. 3). In particular, the appearance of nearly strength in P is 5 times higher than in the single 

crystal. The deformed single crystal (SD) shows a 
higher maximum at a lower temperature with a more 
pronounced background. In a second measurement 
of the same sample, the height of the maximum 
decreased by about 80%, whereas the background 
remained unchanged, Additional measurements did 
not produce further changes in the spectrum. 

To investigate the influence of different particle 
distributions, experiments were conducted on single 
crystals which had been subjected to different aging 
treatments (Table 1). For coarser particles (larger 
particle sizes and mean planar particle distances), the 

15 

Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2 after thermal treatment at 540 K for 2 h. r~ P . ~ 

10 SD l s ~  '~'- 

O I [ I I I I ~ I 

250 350 450 550 
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Fig. 6. Internal friction spectra Q-I(T) for the poly- 
crystalline sample (P), an undeformed single crystal ($2) and 

Fig. 4. Light micrograph of the grain structure in sample P, a deformed single crystal (SD). Measurement frequency 
etched according to Barker [16]. about 3.5 Hz, 
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Fig. 7. Internal friction spectra for three single crystals with Fig. 9. Decomposition of the internal friction spectrum of 
increasing particle sizes and spacings (S1 --+ $2 --* $3). The the polycrystalline sample P. The smaller maximum at lower 
temperatures at the maximum are 458 K (S1), 463 K ($2) temperatures compensates the asymmetry of the maximum. 

and 470 K ($3). 

~ 1 5  . . . .  ~ . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . .  
Table 2. The activation enthalpy H and the inverse ~o 
attempt frequency % for the single crystal $2 and the T'. y = l  0" s 

polycrystalline sample "TO y - 3x 10" s ---f--~:" ! \ \  
,0 (s) , (eV) 10 s :....'-7//;: -~ '~  

S2 T variation 1.6 x 10 -Is 1.23 "t - 12xl 0 :// P T variation 2.4 x 10 -14 1.14 / 
f variation 2.9 x 10 -]~ 1.16 / / /  5 

maximum shifts to higher temperatures (Fig. 7) while Y 
the relaxation strength does not  change significantly. 0 - - ~ , ,  ' , , , , , . . . .  ~ . . . .  

Values of the activation enthalpy H and the inverse 200 300 400 500 600 
attempt frequency z0 are listed in Table 2. For  T [Kl 

the polycrystalline sample, the activation enthalpy Fig. 10. Internal friction spectra Q-~(T) for the" poly- 
was determined from measurements with different crystalline specimen P for three different shear amplitudes. 
frequencies Q - I(f)  and temperatures Q - 1(T) (Fig. 8). 
For  fitting the Q - ' ( T )  measurements the observed 
asymmetry of the maximum was taken into account The internal friction in specimen P was measured 
by superimposing a small maximum at the low for various shear strain amplitudes ? (Fig. 10). 
temperature end (Fig. 9). For  the single crystal the For  increasing amplitudes the maximum shifts from 
activation enthalpy was determined only from 463 K (? = 10 -5) to 444 K (? = 12 x 10 -5) and the 
Q - ' ( T )  measurements, relaxation strength increases by about  20%. From 

this shift, the activation volume vex was estimated 
~ .  5 using ~ = %- exp[(H - crxy. vex)/kT)], where axy is the 
O= . 4 * .  shear stress (xxy = G . y  and G the shear modulus. 
- 3 The experimental data can be well fitted with 

2 Vex = 180" b 3. 

1 4. DISCUSSION 

0 4.1. Possible mechanisms for internal friction 

- 1 According to the literature the maximum at 450 K 
-2  (for a testing frequency of  about  3.5 Hz) can be 
- 3  ' ' at tributed to (i) grain boundary  sliding [7, 21, 22], 

2 0 a 2.4 1 0" 3 [K 1] 2.8 1 0 a (ii) relaxation of stresses in the particles [9] or (iii) dis- 
1/T location mechanisms [13, 23-25]. In our  experiments 

I • tempera tu re  var ia t ion the first two may be ruled out  for the following 
o f r e q u e n c y  v a r i a t i o n  reasons: a grain boundary  mechanism (i) cannot  

produce a similar maximum in both the single crystal 
Fig. 8. Arrhenius plots for the internal friction maxima and the polycrystalline sample, let alone with the same 
(ln top vs I/T) obtained for Q -I(T) and Q -I(to) measure- 
ments (top and Tp denote the angular frequency and the relaxation parameters. For  mechanism (ii) the relax- 

temperature at the maximum, resp.), ation strength should scale linearly with the volume 
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fraction of  the particles and be independent of  grain 0.6 AE~ . f . 1 -  . . . .  - - - - - - - f . ~ - ~  
size [9]. This is in contradiction with the different 
relaxation strengths in the single crystal and the poly- ~ 0.4 
crystalline sample (Fig. 6), both of  which contained / / ~ : 
nearly identical volume fractions of  particles. In 02 ~ 
addition, this mechanism is in conflict with the . . . . . .  - . - - "  ' '  L 

experimentally observed strong dependence of  the 0.0 .............. 
maximum on prior deformation and recovery. " - . . . . . .  Eo 

This leaves only a dislocation mechanism as an -0.2 ..... 
alternative explanation. Which dislocation mechanism .................. 
can be reconciled with the experimental facts, in -0.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
particular with the low activation enthalpy, can be x d [A] 
narrowed down by model  calculations. We therefore 
discuss the role of  the solute atoms for the kinetics Fig. 11. The energy increment U of a dislocation as function 
of  dislocation movement .  First it is shown that of the bowing-out distance Xd, calculated under the assump- 

tion of a fixed solute cloud. EL is the contribution from the 
break-away of  the dislocation from its solute cloud line energy, E, the external stress and AE s from the Cottrell 
is unlikely. Consider a dislocation, which is pinned at cloud. 
distances I and bows out under an external stress with- 

out taking the Cottrel l  cloud with it [26]. The resulting 
energy change U comprises the work done by the The calculations of  U in equation (2) were performed 
external stress (E~), the lengthening of  the dislocation with the material data for AI-Si  as listed in Table 3 
line (EL), and the change in the interaction energy and for trxy = 10 -5.  G, l = 500 nm, and T = 400 K. 
between the dislocation and the solute atoms (AEs) As discussed in Appendix A1, a reasonable (lower) 

estimate for the solute concentration corresponding 
U = AE s + E L + E,~. (2) to the solubility limit of  Si at T = 450 K, is Co ~ 5 

These terms are calculated as a function of  the x 10 -5. 
bowing-out  distance x d under similar assumptions The results of  these calculations are plotted in 
as in Part  I [14]: Fig. 11 as a function Of Xd. It is seen that the energy 

(i) For  the interaction energy between dislocation U of  the bowed configuration is always higher than 
and solute atoms the elastic solution for a misfitting for the unbowed situation; the straight dislocation is, 
sphere in a hydrostatic stress field of  a Peierls- even under external stress, the stable configuration 
Nabar ro  edge dislocation [14, 27, 28] is applied. The provided that the solute atoms do not move. Calcu° 
solute concentration around the dislocation at x, y = 0 lations with a variation of  the parameter Co show that 
is calculated with the Fermi-Di rac  distribution [29]. this statement holds for solute concentrations larger 
The change in the interaction energy AE s for a than 10 -5. Thus, the dislocation can bow out only 

bowing-out distance x d is given by the difference i f  the solute a toms diffuse with it and it is probable 
between the interaction energy for the bowed and the that this diffusion mechanism determines the kinetics 
unbowed configuration, of  the dislocation movement.  Such motion can be 

(ii) To calculate the contribution from the described by models of  Winkler -Gniewek [30,31], 
lengthening of  the dislocation line, the line tension is Schoeck [13], and Seeger [32, 33]. 
taken as Gb 2/2, where G is the shear modulus and Next  we examine whether longitudinal movement  
b the Burgers vector. If  the bowed-out  configuration of  the solute, i.e. along the dislocation, or transverse 
is described by a circular arc, the energy can be movement ,  i.e. normal to the dislocation, is expected 
estimated from simple geometrical considerations as to dominate. The longitudinal movement of  the solute 

4 G • b 2 near the dislocation may be favored as the measured 
E L = - -  "x2.  (3) activation enthalpy for this process is smaller than 

3 l that for bulk diffusion; but for this effect to override 
(iii) The energy contribution due to the external the uniform distribution along the line, the equation 

stress is estimated as y 2. G 2. b 2 . l 3 
> 2.35 • n (5) 

E ,  = - G  "7 " b " l " Xd/2. (4) 3 2 " k T "  T L 

must be fulfilled according to Winkler-Gniewek [30], 
where T L is the line tension (T L ~ Gb 2/2) and n the 

Table 3. Material data for AI-Si 
number of  solute atoms in the dislocation core of  

E -0.045 [35] 
b (nm) 0.286 [27] length 1. The concentration in the dislocation core is 
¢ (nm) 0.1 [27] calculated from 
G (GPa) 26.5 [27] 

0.347 [27] C = CO" exp(UB/k T )  (6) Y 

(m 3) 1.66 x l0 29 [27] 
D B (m. s 2) 1.7 x 10 4. exp(- 142000/RT) [39] where UB is the binding energy between the Si solute 
D c (m-s -2) 1.7 × 10 4. exp(--82000/RT) [39] atoms and the dislocation, estimated as 0.2 eV [14]. 
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For  trxy = 10 -5. G, T = 450 K, l = 500 nm and the effects Visible in Fig. 6. For  dislocation models of  this 
material data in Table 3 the left-hand side of equation type, the relaxation strength is always given by [13] 
(5) is an order of magnitude lower than the right- 
hand side and longitudinal diffusion of the solute may A ~ p "l 2 
thus be excluded. 10 (7) 

where p is the dislocation density and I the loop 
4.2. Comparison with our solute drag model [14] length between the pinning points. The increased 

Following the arguments of the previous section, internal friction after rolling (first run of SD in Fig. 6) 
we can hypothesize on strong grounds that, under our may therefore be ascribed to the higher dislocation 
experimental conditions, the Cottrell clouds move density, whereas the lower internal friction in the 
with the dislocations by a mechanism involving second run reflects recovery during the first measure- 
transverse diffusion. Several earlier models for such ment. Also the higher relaxation strength in the 
a mechanism exist, especially those of  Sehoek [13], polycrystalline sample compared to the single crystal 
which treats the dislocation as a string, and of  Seeger $2 (Fig. 6) can be attributed to the higher dislocation 
[32, 33], who takes the kink structure of  the dis- density (compare Figs 1 and 5 for representative 
locations in bcc metals into account. A discrepancy, TEM images). 
however, which remains unsolved is the low measured Further, for parameters where the solute in the 
activation enthalpy, dislocation core determines the kinetics an analytical 

We have developed a model which considers the expression for the relaxation time is given by 
consequences of a higher solute mobility near the equation (12)in [14] 

dislocation core [14]: At  low solute concentrations co l 2 kT  Co. exp(UB/kT)" (8) 
and high strains y, the kinetics of the dislocation z = 5 • Gb -------~" D "-b 
motion is determined by fast diffusion of  the solute 
atoms in the core, while for high co and low y the Because of  the /-dependence, the relaxation time 
diffusion of the solute far away from the dislocation should be sensitive to the arrangement of the dis- 
is rate-limiting. Through calculations carried out for locations. The shift of the maximum to lower tem- 
A1-Si, a map was constructed which delineates the peratures after deformation (specimen SD)may  thus 
parameter region where fast diffusion of  the solute be explained by a shortening of the pinning length, 
atoms in the dislocation core determines the relaxation possibly due to nodes produced by dislocation cutting 
process (Fig. 12). Also shown is the region investi- processes. 
gated in our experiments, for which relaxation by Third, also the increasing relaxation strengths with 
solute diffusion in the core region ("core relaxation") increasing external stresses are in agreement with 
is concluded to dominate, the model (Fig. 8 in [14]). Under a higher stress, the 

Several predictions of this model are in encourag- influence of the back stress exerted by the immobile 
ing agreement with our experimental results. First, solute atoms far away from the dislocation core is 
the activation enthalpy calculated for this mechanism smaller and the dislocation can bow out more 
(Hm = 1.02 eV) corresponds reasonably well with the strongly. 
experiments (H = 1.16 eV, see Table 2). [Differences Fourth, the activation volume may be estimated 
in the inverse attempt frequency (z0~ = 3.7 x 10-17s for the proposed mechanism as 
and z0~x = 2.9 x 10 -15 s) should not be over-rated as 
the local processes in the dislocation core cannot be Vm = AI ' b 2 (9) 
simulated with the model.] where Al is the mean distance between the solute 

Secondly, dislocation effects provide a natural atoms in the dislocation core. For  T = 450 K, UB 
explanation for the pre-straining and grain size = 0.2 eV and c o = 5 x 10 -5 we obtain Vm = 116" b 3, 

which is of the same order of magnitude as the 
experimental value (vex = 180. b 3). 

1 0  . 3  . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . .  Finally, the dependence of the temperature at the 

too [bulk relaxation i / ~  I maximum on the particle distance is a further test 
for the proposed mechanism. The condition for the 

1 0 .4 ~ ]investigated [ maximum tOp. zp = 1 gives, with equation (8) 

region 1 = t.%. Zp ~ tOp" Tp- l 2" exp(H/kTp). 

"~-'--[ (The subscripts p refer to values at the maximum.) 
L 

/ I om relaxation I t Because the mean dislocation length between the 
l O - S  , , t ,  , , , , , , l  , , . . . . . .  • 1 0 "6 1 0 "5 I 0 .4  pinning points is proportional to the mean planar 

v particle distance, this equation can be written as 

Fig. 12. Map for dominant internal friction processes as a In(tOp. Tv) + H/kTp = --const -- 2 ln(/p). (10) 
function of the external strain y and the solute concentration 
co for AI-Si (from [14]). The experimentally investigated If  the left hand side is plotted against ln(/p), a linear 

region is shown as the rectangle, relation with a slope of n = 2 is expected. Such a 
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35.6 the single-crystal specimens of Entwistle et al. were 
~ / ~ 5  prepared and handled exceptionally well, it can be 

~-~_ speculated that the lack of a pronounced dislocation 
35.3 structure produced the absence of the loss maximum _= 

+ in this case. It should be noted that for this com- 
~-~ parison only specimens which had been aged by 

35.0 -r Entwistle et al. after quenching were included. 
÷ Also a loss maximum in rapidly solidified A1-Si 

34.7 . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  alloy [3] and an A1-Mg alloy [6] can be interpreted 
1 4.1 1 4 .3  1 4 . 5  1 4 .7  with the proposed dislocation model. In AI-0.96at.% 

ln(Ip) Si, Al-3.8at.% Si, and Al - l l . 5a t .% Si maxima 

Fig. 13. Plot of equation (10) for our A1-Si data. were found between 400 and 500 K ( f  ~ 1 Hz). The 
relaxation strength A and the temperature T o at the 
maximum increased with higher aging temperatures, 

power law z = l" with n = 2 also results from the which may be attributed to Ostwald ripening of the 
models of Schoeck and Seeger. Such a plot (Fig. 13) particles and therefore longer dislocation segments 
gives, with the values extracted from Fig. 7, a [equations (7) and (8)]. The increase of A and Tp with 
reasonable fit for n = 1.5. decreasing Si content can be explained analogously. 

In summary, the predictions of our solute drag A maximum in A1-Mg (AI-2.4wt% Mg) [6] at 
model are in at least qualitative agreement with our T ~ 550 K was attributed by the authors to a 
experimental results on AI-Si. We therefore consider grain boundary mechanism. As the experiments were 
it as highly likely that the rate-controlling mechanism carried out only on polycrystalline samples and the 
for internal friction in these alloys is based on the activation enthalpy was not stated, a clear conclusion 
motion of solute atoms in the vicinity of the disloca- is not possible. It may be argued that because of the 
tion cores. To our knowledge, other models cannot much higher solubility for Mg (than for Si) and a 
provide an explanation for the low values measured higher elastic misfit (EMg = 10.8% [34], Esi-- - 4 . 5 %  
for the activation enthalpy. [35]), the bowing-out of the dislocation is likely to be 

determined by slow diffusion of the solute atoms far 
4.3. Other  experimental  results away from the dislocation (bulk diffusion). As the 

We now attempt to reinterpret other experimental activation enthalpy for bulk diffusion of Mg in A1 
results from the literature in the light of our model. (Q = 120-130 kJ [36]) is higher than that for core 
The discrepancy between the results of Okabe et al. diffusion of Si in Al, the relaxation maximum would 
[10] and Entwistle et al. [11] on nearly the same alloy be shifted to a higher temperature, which is in agree- 
as in the present work can probably be removed by ment with the experimental result. The experimentally 
the following arguments, observed increase of the relaxation strength with 

As the dislocation structure was not investigated by longer aging times may again be a result of Ostwald 
Okabe et al., only the dependence of the temperature ripening. Because of the lack of TEM results and 
at the maximum on the particle spacing can be com- single crystal data this interpretation must however 
pared with our model. Figure 14 shows the same plot remain somewhat speculative. 
as in Fig. 13 for these results, which gives a slope of Finally, our model can explain why the solute 
n = 2.5. The maximum observed for the single crystals content often has a strong effect on the shape of 
may possibly be a result of accidental deformation the internal friction spectra [37]. In a pure metal the 
during handling of the thinner and longer specimens activation enthalpy of the "grain boundary" maxi- 
in comparison to the samples in this investigation, mum falls into the range for boundary self diffusion. 
The agreement with the model of Mori et al. [9] may For  increasing solute concentration, an additional 
well have been fortuitous. If on the other hand maximum often appears in the internal friction 

spectrum at a higher temperature, but at the expense 
35.0 of the original grain boundary maximum in the pure 

metal (Figs 15 and 16) [38]. For  high concentrations 
~ - ~  only the high temperature maximum, whose activ- ~o_ 34.5 

v ~ 12. ation enthalpy falls into.the range for self diffusion in 
= 5 + 34.0 the bulk, is experimentally observed. This sequence in 

y ] the internal friction spectra is in obvious agreement 
33.5 +"I" with the predictions of our dislocation model (see 

÷ the schematically depicted spectra of Fig. 13 in [14]). 
33.0 . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  The critical concentration, at which the "cross-over" 

15.2 15.4 15.6 15.8 from the "low temperature" to the "high temperature" 
in(/p) maximum occurs, can be calculated. On account of 

Fig. 14. Same plot as in Fig. 13 for the results of Okabe the small stacking fault energy in Cu, the calculations 
et al. [I0]. were also conducted for the Burgers vector of a 

AMM 42/I I ~  
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8i .... dissolved solute are not  easily accessible. Neverthe- 
/ /P . . . . ' \  0.8 less, the circumstantial evidence attests, in our  view, 

O.1E 
Cu ~_ . .# / . . / f_  ~ os  to the plausibility of  the assumption that internal 

/ ~ . . ~ . . f L ~ ' - - . . . o . o 6  friction may in several cases be controlled by core 
0.12 / .p~..,~l.~__. 

diffusion of  dissolved solute atoms. 

~ .  5. SUMMARY 

O.O4 The internal friction behavior of  AI-Si  alloys with 
" T i i i ~, incoherent Si particles was investigated. Experiments 

300 400 500 600 r I'C] were conducted on a polycrystalline sample and 

Fig. 15. The internal friction spectra for Cu with different on single crystals with different particle sizes and 
Si content [38]. The "cross-over" concentration is about dislocation structures. In the alloys a loss maximum 

10 -3. at 450 K for f ~ 1 Hz was found with an activation 
enthalpy o f H  = 1.15 _ 0.l eV and an inverse at tempt ~i61 z - \  frequency of  z 0 ~ 3 x 10 - ' s  s. F r o m  a consideration 

t ~ of  both the microstructure, as investigated by TEM,  I 
I ~ and the mechanical loss spectra, internal friction 

o.1 I \ 
Cu // , .- ,  x mechanisms involving grain boundaries and stress 

0 . 1 2  ~ ~ _ N ~ . ~ ,  relaxation in the particle were ruled out; the Si 
particles only stabilize the dislocation structure. 

Model  calculations suggested that the Cottrell 
0 .08  / / n _ l / /  clouds move with the dislocation by a mechanism / / ' ; 7 /  involving transverse diffusion. As the measured 
0.04 t t /~. . . . . . . , / /o.5,  0.8, 1.o activation enthalpy of  the observed loss maximum 

was significantly smaller than that for bulk diffusion, 
I I I I 

300 400 500 600 T [*Cl our recent model  for solute drag, which considers 

Fig. 16. The internal friction spectra for Cu with different the higher mobility of  the solute atoms in the core, 
AI content [38]. The "cross-over" concentration is about was applied. The properties of  the loss maximum, 

3 x 10 -4. such as the amplitude dependence, the influence of  
the particle distance and of  the microstructure, could 
be reasonably well explained with the proposed 

partial dislocation. The calculation gives, for T = model. 
600 K, y = 5 x 10 -6 and the material data in Table 4, The model  was also applied to experiments 
the values in Table 5. It is encouraging that the reported in the literature on A1-Si, A1-Mg, Cu-AI,  
calculated and measured values (Figs 15 and 16) are and Cu-Si ,  where it also seems to provide a natural 
of  the same order o f  magnitude, explanation for the observed internal friction spectra. 

Altogether, encouraging qualitative agreement could In conclusion, it is proposed that the internal friction 
be obtained in several instances. It is however far more behavior,  even when characterized by a " low"  activ- 
difficult to achieve full quantitative correspondence: ation enthalpy, need not be due to grain boundary or  
critical material parameters such as the pinning particle effects, but may be well explained by our 
length, the interaction energy between dislocation model,  which considers the effect of  core diffusion on 
and solute a tom and especially the concentrat ion of  solute drag of  dislocations. 

Table 4. Material parameter for Cu-Si and Cu-A1 
G b bp ~ E ~ R E F E R E N C E S  

v (GPa) (,~) (A) (AI in Cu) (Si in Cu) (A,) 1. R. A. Winholtz and W. N. Weins, J. Physique 46, 
0.343 54.6 2.55 1.47 6.6% [4O] 1.8% [41] 1.59 C10-375 (1985). 

2. S. P. Wu, L. D. Zhang, G, Y. Tian and J. Z. Lu, Physica 
status solidi (a) 121, 149 (1990). 

Table 5. Calculated and experimental measured concentration for 3. M. Tan and L. Lieu, Mater. Sci. Engng A 114, 205 
the transition from the core to the bulk relaxation (1989). 

Alloy qh C, 4. T. Gongqing and H. Changzhi, Rare Metals 8, 20 

Cu-Al b 4. l0 -5 <3 × 10 -4 (1989). 
bp 8.10 -s 5. K. Zheng, S. Liu and D. Tian, Physica status solidi (a) 

Cu-Si b 6.10 -4 (0.6-1) × 10 -3 116, 621 (1989). 
by 1.10 -3 6. S. P. Wu and L. D. Zhang, Mater. Sci. Engng A 132, 

(b---calculation with complete Burgers vector, bp--with Burgers 225 (1991). 
vector of a Shockley partial). As a cross-over criterion a decrease 7. T. Mori, M. Koda, R. Monzen and T. Mura, 
of the relaxation strength for the pure grain boundary relaxation Acta metall. 31, 275 (1983). 
to 50% is used. To calculate the cross-over the approximation 8. S. E. Urretade Pereya and E. C. Moretti, Scripta metall. 
method described in [20] is applied. 23, 1691 (1989). 
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